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Declare his glory among the heathen; his
marvellous works among all nations. – 1
Chronicles 16:24-25
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Imagine a robot mailman carrying a huge sack
of mail on its back, walking step-after-step on
the sidewalk until it reaches its destination.
You'd be pretty impressed with the robot's designer, right? Well, such robot
mailmen do exist, and you have trillions of them inside your body at this very
moment. These robot mailmen are complex molecular machines called kinesin.
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Through computer animation, these marvelous machines come to life in a video
that the Discovery Institute has posted on YouTube. As the narrator tells us,
"Masterpieces of micro-engineering, kinesins are miniature machines that carry
cargo from one part of the cell to another, walking along self-assembling
highways called micro-tubules."
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Let me add that these robot mailmen are fast. Their two feet can take as many as
a hundred steps per second! Kinesins are strong, too, carrying cargo many times
their own size. And if their roadway is blocked by other cellular components,
"multiple motor proteins may be used to carry a single piece of cargo together,
providing enough force to break free."
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Not in billions or trillions of years could such wonders come about by accident!
Only one explanation can satisfy those who haven't been blinded by
evolutionary indoctrination. Kinesins, like all molecular machines, are the work
of an extremely intelligent Creator and Designer!
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Ref: Casey Luskin, "The Workhorse of the Cell: Kinesin" video from the Discovery Institute.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbycQf1TbM0. Illustration: Kinesin molecular machine hauling
cargo on a self-assembling micro-tubule highway. Used with permission of the Discovery Institute.
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